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~,tJ~C. Police Arrest Anti-War Demoltskelo&rs

'Help Is At Hand-If I Can Get The Druggist In Gear!'

editorial

t.-O

The Center

And
The Senate
Somehow, miraculously, the
ASUNM Senate early this morning
passed a budget totaling
$239,873.73.
I say miraculously because until
1:30 a.m. when the budget was
finally passed, the outcome remained
hazy.
The Women's Coordinating
Center's budget request was $2800.
The Senate Finance Committee
recommended $550. The center was
understandably upset by such a
sizeable cut.
Senator Joanne Sanchez, however,
single-handedly held up passage of
the total budget for that one item. It
would have been far easier on the ·
Women's Coordinating Center,
Sanchez, the Senate and the gallery
had she introduced a bill for $2000
in the next term. The deficit in the
center's budget could have been
made up without the wasted time.
The Women's Coordinating Center
finally got its money. A special bill
for $2000 was passed by Senate out
of funds remaining out of this year's
budget. The 1971-72 budget then
passed.
This, in other words, meant the
center and the Senate went home
monetarily satisfied. But the malarky
the Senate went through to get
where it got is inane, absurd and
asinine. I still fail to see the
reasoning behind holding up
thousands of dollars of people to
satisfy one senator.
Sarah Laidlaw

Bema
By DEBBIE BRUNS
Well, folks, I'm back again with
another message designed to
enlighten and entertain you. This
column will be devoted to educating
the public (that's you) on a
heretofor little known fact. On Wed.,
April 28, there will be an election for
ASUNM president, vice president,
the Constitution and the budget. In
order to make ourselves feel more
important, this year's Election
Commission (notice the capitals) has
set a goal for themselves. That goal is
to encourage as many people as
possible to vote. We seek your aid in
acheiving this noble end.
Briefly looking at the year in
review, we find through our amazing
powers of observation, there have

been problems, complaints,
compliments (very rare) and some
general grumbling (very common).
None of these things are particularly
unusual. It's just that we would like
once again to remind you that this is
your opportunity to do something
about it.
We have carried on a better than
average campaign to inform you of
the people, polling places, times,
issues and so forth. This is so, for
perhaps the first time, you will be
properly informed (and hopefully
encouraged) as to who and what you
will be voting for or against.
We have, in an attempt to attract
as many people as possible, set the
election day for a Wednesday,
thinking that there are more people
on campus on a Wednesday than any
other day of the week. We've
selected four easily accessible polling
places with an increase in the
number of machines for your
convenience. This is to prevent the
"disenfranchisement" of voters
before it occurs. It also saves us the
trouble of another election.
I can tell you're duly impressed by
our efforts. Believe it or not, we still
have a rather large problem. Yes
gang, the problem that has plagued
Elections Commissions since the year

.

one-poll workers. Without poll
workers, there is no one to let you in
to the polls to have your bout with
the Big· Machine.
I trust it is not necessary for us to
point out to you (although we will
take no chances and point it out to
you anyway) if you don't get in to
have your bout with the Big
Machine, you don't have any say in
how your government will be runt
and your money spent, or who will
run this government and spend the
money. It all goes back to that old
boring cliche: if you don't care
enough to vote, who are we to force
you? People go to the trouble and
expense of arranging the election
(that's us); other people go to the
trouble and expense of running a
campaign; a few go to the trouble of
voting; and fewer go to the trouble
of helping you vote.
At this point there is little left to
say. Watch The Lobo for ads
concerning the issues and candidates.
Please, if you have an hour or five,
do some volunteer work at the polls.
(It's very rewarding, you get a
nametag and everything!) Lastly,
vote! Vote yes, no or maybe, but for
Lord's sake vote. That way, if things
don't go your way, you can gripe
with a clear conscience.

1""'1 .J.
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Nixon Authorizes Vietnam Veterans to Camp Out on Malt

By DREW VON BERGEN
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Police
arrested 110 antiwar demonstrators
on disorderly conduct charges at a
Supreme Court rally Thursday, but it
was learned that President Nixon
personally authorized protesting
Vietnam veterans to camp out on the
mall in defiance of a court order.
Insiders at the White House said
Nixon passed the word "without
fanfare" to permit the veterans to
remain at their bivouac at the foot of
Capitol Hill throughout Wednesday
night despite a ban issued by Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger and
affirmed by the full Supreme Court.
Late Thursday afternoon, at the
request of the Justice Department,
U.S. District Judge George L. Hart
Jr. dissolved his original ban against
the veterans' encampment which the
Supreme Court ultimately had
upheld. But he severely rebuked the
Justice Department for changing its
mind on the issue.
L. Patrick Gray, Assistant

Attorney General in the Civil
Division, asked Judge Hart to
dissolve his order as originally
initiated by the Justice Department
partially because "these men are men
who have served their country
honorably."
Hart vacated his preliminary
injunction but said he felt the Justice
Department had "dangerously and
improperly used" the judicial branch
in the case of the veterans' campsite
issue.
He noted that after he issued his
original ban last Friday, the
department set a 4:30p.m. deadline
Wednesday for the veterans to break
camp, or at least to refrain from
sleeping on the mall. The veterans
voted 480 to 400 to sleep there
anyway, rather than stay awake
there all night. Policemen at the
scene looked the other way and
made no arrests.
"If you did not wish to enforce
the deadline, you should have come
to this court then and asked to have

the injunction dissolved," Judge Hart
told Gray.
"You have put the Vietnam
Veterans in a situation of openly
defying the law of this country and
openly defying the courts of this
country," he added. "This is a
position this country cannot tolerate
and live with."
Hart's action in negating the effect
of his original ban also voids
subsequent rulings by a special U.S.
Court of Appeals panel and the
Supreme Court itself, wiping the
court slatE:! clean and leaving the
veterans free to camp out
unrestricted on the mall.
In making the Justice
Department's belated appeal, Gray
noted that 400 of the 980 veterans
had voted late Wednesday to abide
by the government's ground rules
under the court ban and to refrain
from sleeping, breaking ground,
making fires or pitching tents on the
mall.
"We feel. that there were a lot of

PBS

~go-Gratification,

Propaganda'

I

•------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------By DANIEL F. JOY
YAF-FCNS
Among liberals, especially in the
east, there seems to be an
overbearing and ideological
commitment to "public" broadcast
television, regardless of the content
or value. That the enterprise has
been exempted from operating
within the dictates of the profit
motive (a sort of an economic
democracy, if you will) it must be
better-so goes the liberal mindset.
Many of the programs of the
Public Broadcasting System (PBS)
are boring and stupid, filler which
wouldn't pass basic qualitative or
quantitative standards. Perhaps
because the producers, directors and
writers have only to undertake the
challenge of pleasing a few
pseudo-sophisticated bureaucrats of
foundations, the programs have a
tendency to be engagements of
ego·gratification and self-serving
political propaganda, which reflects
what they think the viewer ought to
think. With few exceptions,
especially on the local level,
interesting programs of a cultural or
political interest tend to be
anticonservative to the point of
boorishness. How sophisticated it is
to be liberal. How chic it is to be in

at the New York Times. And PBS is
in at the Times.
Happily, the PBS program, the
Advocates, does not fall into any of
these categories. Billed as its
"top-ranking public affairs forum,"
the not-for-profit program pits the
National Review publisher and
long-time conservative leader William
A. Rusher, against Howard Miller, a
professor of law on leave from the
University of Southern California.
Based upon the adversary system of
the courtroom, the two articulate
advocates debate and review through
the device of reasoned polemics,
public affairs issues of significant
interest. The actual modus operandi
includes opening and summary
statements sandwiched between
witnesses invited to testify for one of
the advocates. ·
The advocates believe in the
causes they espouse, although
infrequent agreement requires them
to take sides via the flip of a coin
(e.g. import quotas; both were
disposed toward free trade). The
two, both trained attorneys, are
consistently provided challenges into
which they can put their hearts and
talents. While each uses his
knowledge and forensic ability to
reach the audience as he must do to

attract supporting ballots from
viewers, who are called upon weekly
to vote the proposition up or down)
with the validity of his point, neither
man is above making use of the
dramatic ploy of taking emotional
gambit to affect the audience.
In the same spirit of worthwhile
debate that caused PBS to pick Bill
Rusher (usually the media digs up
some no-account conservative to get
chopped up by a knight-in-shining
-armor liberal), and Howard Miller,
the producers provide for each of the
advocates to pick his witnesses on
any given question. Top names from
politics and the academy are found
each week squaring off at each other.
Recently Rusher had as a witness
Gov. Ronald Reagan to testify
against Nixon's guaranteed annual
wage. Young Americans for
Freedom's community director, ,Jay
Parker, who serves as president of
the Foundation for Theological
Education, appeared to argue for
voluntary prayer in the public
schools.
It is rare that either -of the
advocates make mistakes of strategy.
As tacticians, ·both are superb,
although when Rusher summoned
William F. Buckley, Jr. to be a
witness, Miller made the tragic error

of trying to exchange barbs with
WFB_ Miller was found several
minutes later, bloodied and hiding
under the debate table. This is not to
give the impressions that
conservative Rusher does not get his.
More than two million families
turn in each week to view the verbal
fisticuffs of the Advocates. While
Dean Martin probably gets more
mail, the producers receive more
than 2 5,000 letters per month.
Besides the regular voting, both
advocates get some fan mail. One
correspondent complained that his
liberalism was suffering because of
the intelligence and articulation of
Rusher. Another thought Miller
should go into acting.
If the writer can engage in a little
personal observation on the political
side, it seems safe to say that the
head-on confrontation of an
articulate liberal and an articulate
conservative allows for a comparison
which almost invariably points to the
shallowness of the ·liberal position.
When the emotion-oriented facts of
liberalism are put in the proper
perspective, the conservative seems
stronger and more substantive than
its counterpar~ from the left. And
from the way the voting is going, the
viewers seem to agree.

veteranZlMI£RMANcf fB~~T!¥l to
comply with this courts 'r'L'l'ilig by
their_ vpte," he said. "One more day
remains, one more evening remains.
We are advised they will depart their
bivouac area tomorrow. We believe
they will do so."
Gray added: "And we especially
take notice of the fact that these
men are men who have served their
country honorably . . . and it is for
this reason that the U.S. government
comes into the court this evening
and asks the court to vacate the
preliminary injunction."
The Vietnam Veterans against the
war, about 1,000 strong, gathered
Sunday at the mall, a grassy parkland
extending from the foot of the west
front of the Capitol west to the
Lincoln Memorial, for five scheduled
days of antiwar protests ending
Friday night. This is the eve of a
mass rally and march to the Capitol
by expected tens of thousands of
other demonstrators.

NE\N
MEXICO
ASUNM Election at Halt;
Commission Defies Order
To Place Names on Ballot

Photo by Chuek }'eil
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Well-watered

Neither rain, hail, dark of night (nor snow} will keep the city (like
the postman) from its appointed rounds. A snow flurry, which
melted before late·rising students got up, was no obstacle to
watering of Yale Street Park.

Calls for Top-Level Investigation of FBI

Boggs Demands Hoover's Ouster
WASHINGTON (UPI)- House
Democratic Leader Hale Boggs, citing a long
list of alleged FBI indiscretions, renewed his
call for Director J. Edgar Hoover's OUf.ter
Thursday and urged the President to order a
top level investigation into the agency.
But Attorney General John N. Mitchell,
said Boggs had failed to "substantiate his
wild charges," and "sought to camouflouge
his untruths by making other equally
unwarranted attacks on the FBI and its
Director."
Although most of the Democrats present
in the House - and there were many more
than usual for the time - applauded Boggs'
late afternoon speech, none spoke up in his
behalf afterwards. But some Republicans particularly two former FBI agentscondemned Boggs' denunciation of Hoover
as being based on nothing more than
innuendo.
Boggs, who began his attack on the FBI
more than two weeks ago by charging that
the agel'l.cy had tapped Congressional
telepho11es, said Thursday many lawmakers
"had reason to believe" their conversations
were being monitored by the FBI. His home
telephone also was tapped, Boggs said,
implying but not specifically accusing the
FBI.

Friday, April 23, 1971

The April 28 ASUNM general elections are at an apparent
standstill because of the Elections Commission defiance of a
Student Court order to place additional candidates on the
ballot.
Court last night invalidated a section of the Elections Code
which states candidates must attend a mandatory meeting to
have their names on the ballot. Court ordered the
commission to place Sam Johnson, who is running for vice
president, and four Senate candidates on the ballot although
they missed a mandatory meeting Tuesday.
Commission Chairman Debbie Bruns agreed to put
Johnson's name on the ballot because "extraordinary
circumstances" caused him to miss the meeting, but refused
to add the Senate candidates.
"You appointed the Elections Commission; there is an
Elections Code; we've followed the code," Bruns said.
She also said she plans to hold the election and does not
intend to appeal the court's decision to President Ferrel
Heady.
The code states candidates must attend a mandatory
meeting in which election rules are explained. Failure to
attend disqualifies a candidate from running. Candidates were
notified of the meeting in advance.
Chief Justice Jon Facey last night said there "is not going
to be an election until those candidates' names are on the
ballot," and told the commission they are in violation of a
court order.
The court struck out the mandatory meeting clause of the
Elections Code, passed last election, because the "penalty for
failure to attend the meeting unnecessarily restricts the
constitutional rights of ASUNM members running for
office."
However, the Elections Commission contended the court
ruling was not fair to the candidates who did attend.
Court also directed the commission to re-issue absentee
ballots on which the previously disqualified candidates were
not listed.
Bruns said five people, however, have already voted by
absentee ballot.
Johnson missed the meeting because on his way back to
UNM from a conference his car broke down. Edwin Stanley
Mosley, a Senate candidate, said he was in town but a
misunderstanding on the nature of the meeting and whether
or not it was mandatory prevented him from attending. The
three other Senate candidates did not attend the hearing.

Beyond that, the Congressman charged
the FBI with acts of harassment,
intimidation and blackmail in an effort to
gain "closer and closer surveillance of not
only the deeds, but the words and thoughts"
of the American people generally.
During his speech, Boggs, no. two man in
the House Democratic leadership, sharpened
his criticism of the 76·year-old Hoover and
called on President Nixon and Mitchell to
demand his resignation.
"For a decade, we have seen instance after
instance of the Director conductii1g himself
in ways which no responsible law
enforcement executive would permit himself
to emulate," Boggs declared.
"He has vented the spleen of personal
vendetta against a great negro leader. He has
denounced the Justices of the Supreme
Court. He has, furthermore, in recent
months, seriously compromised the
workings of justice by prejudicing grand jury
proceedings with proclamations of guilt of
defendants four months before sufficient
Evaluation Packets Deadline, Today
evidence was taken to permit the return of
indictments.''
All teacher evaluation packets must be turned in to the
"In no country in the world could a ASUNM office by 5 p.m. today to be processed and printed
director of the nation's secret police escape in the teacher evaluation, said Ernie Kilker, project
censure and removal for what is happening coordinator.
now," Boggs told the House.
The evaluation is scheduled to be printed May 24, he said.

Will Clean Area Along Rio Grande River

Studen~ts to Rid Bridge of Trash
Three members of the
"Ecology in America" class have
decided to celebrate Earth Week
wit!i action.
The three will lead a group of
class members and UNM student
volunteers in cleaning out the
''trash heap" under the Rio
Grande bridge on Central Ave.
Janice Hensolt, Lynette
Gordon and Mardee Bjork first
conceived the project when the
ecology class went to the bridge
after Chuck Hundertmark,
professor of the class, suggested
that it would be a good place for a
city park.
The three have contacted
various city officials, usually to
little avail. "We called the city to
get them to put signs up, but they
wouldn't help," Bjork said.
They also asked city officials to
contribute plastic bags to gather
the refuse in, but the city refused,

New Mexico Lobo
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replying that they hadn't been
able to supply bags to othe;·
groups.
"This city in no way
encourages any kind of clean-up
campaign by city civic groups. It's
a terrible bureaucracy" said
Hensolt.
Temporary signs signifying that
work is being done under the
bridge by the group may be put
up, but only for the one day,
Bjork said.
Harry A. Anderson, chairman
of the Chamber of Commerce
Beautification Committee, "was
very helpful." "He said that
putting up signs like 'Fine for
Littering' seemed to encourage
people to throw things out," said
Hensolt.
· Bumper stickers for the project
will be available.
Aluminum cans and glass
bottles will be kept for recycling,
said Bjork.
Anyone interested in helping in
the project is urged to take a city
bus to the river, Hensolt said.
The group will clean both sides
of the river near the bridge.
"There are eight to 10 bridge
spans that are over the ground, so
there'll be enough room for
everyone to work," Hensolt said.
Hensolt said that the Rio
Grande "is very polluted. When
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GElTING IT TOGETHER?
Are you aware of the Mental Health
Team, providing counseling with students for a variety of social-personal
difficulties? At thP. Student Health
Center, 277-3136

~

we were there, you could see little
suds spots floating away."
"I don't know what the
fascination is with bridges, but
people really like to throw things
off," Bjork said.
The women say that they have
been ecology-minded for quite
some time. All of them are
"conserving electricity, cutting
down on paper products, and
using bio-degradable products,"
Gordon said.
Volunteers who want more
information may call Gordon at
266-3562 or Bjork at 265-8904.
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One-Acts

Pictured above is a scene from
the environment- oriented
one-act plays, written by Charles
Coombs, presented as part of the
Earth Week activities. Films, panel
discussion and literature will be
presented throughout the day in
the Union.

Students Chose Union Lettuce
While only 400 tettuce boycott
questionnaires were returned in a
survey initiated by Chicano
students, dormitory residents
were largely in favor of using
United Farmworkers Lettuce.
About 1800 people live in
residence halls.
But despite a three to one
margin in favor of· discontinuing
use of the present teamster

Primal Scream, Janov $2.95
A Separate Reality, Castaneda $6.95
To A Dancing God, Keen $1.95

LIVING BATCH LIMITED
Open till 10:00 P.M. Week Nights

SUMMER EUROPE
A. 5/29-7/28

$202

NY/Lon/NY
D.I.A. Boeing 707

B. 6/11-8/17

$21 B

NY/Lon/NY
D.I.A. Boeing 707

I~

HISTORIC

OLDTOWN

LL

0

union-handled lettuce, William
Bierbaum, director of auxiliaries
and services, said "The number of
questionnaires returned did not
warrant any change at the present
time."
"United Farmworker lettuce
will cost more than teamster
union lettuce," Bierbaum added,
"but we're asking for farmworker
lettuce from our supplier if it's
available."

$229

NY/Lon/NY
D.l.A. Boeing 707
Only 40 seats per flight available. Above prices based on full
occupancy and may vary if less than 40 seats are filled. Only
UNM students & employees eligible. Call Trans love 268-4063.
3:00-5:00 p.m. Air transportation (+ tax) & administrative expenses are: A. 190, 12 = 202; B. 206, 12 = 218; C. 217, 12 =

dormitory residents need to be
convinced of the necessity of a
change in order to warrant one.
This is not the first time
residence hall students have been
polled about a possible lettuce
boycott. In February dormitory
residents showed they were not in
favor of boycotting lettuce, but it
was not known then that
farmworker lettuce was available.
Chicano students requested
another poll when it became
known that Foodway was
receiving farmworker lettuce.
Even though the lettuce is now
available in the Albuquerque area,
Bierbaum said it costs five to ten
percent more per case than
teamster union lettuce.
OEST, The Netherlands
(UPI)- The police said they
stepped in when apartment
residents complained someone
using "obscene language" was
awakening them nightly.
The police are now wondering
what to do with the talkative
parrot they found outside the
building. No one has claimed him.
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Haiti Dictator Dies
After 14 Year Rule
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PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(UP I) - Francois "Papa Doc"
Duvalier, Haiti's president for life
and tyrannical ruler for the past
14 years, died Wednesday night at
the age of 64 and was succeeded
Thursday by his son, Jean-Claude,
20.
The announcement of Papa
Doc's death, seven days after his
64th birthday, was accompanied
by a government proclamation of
30 days of national mourning and,
despite the apparently orderly
succession, raised speculation
about a struggle for power even
within his own family.
Jean-Claude, a pudgy playboy
with a penchant for fast cars,
motorcycles and women, is the
youngest of Duvalier's four
children and the only son, His
oldest sister, Marie Denise, is
married to army Col. Max
Dominique and has been
influential in palace affairs since
Papa Doc pardoned her husband
from involvement in a palace plot
and allowed them to return from
exile,
The announcement of Papa
Doc's death gave no cause but said
he had been ill for three months.
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Expert Advice: An Attorney's Help Will Beat the Draft

'Abortion' Is Gentle, Wordy Tale
''THE ABORTION"- Richard
Brautigan (Simon & Schuster I
$1.95 paperback. Editor's Note:
Jeff Hudson is the assistant prose
etlitor of The Thunderbird.
Gentleness flowers this book,
melting through like grilled
cheese.
There exists in a library in San
.Francisco, where "the unwanted,
the lyrical and haunted volumes
of American writing" wind up, a
young man of 30. He stays in the
library so it is able to stay open
24 hours for the sporadic arrival
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Worship Servire 9:30
_ _& lliOO
College Club
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Westminster Building
Nursery Available

823 Copper Ave. NEat Locust NE

of floundering authors. One of his
customers, a most erotically
beautiful lady, confronts the
young man. She has written a
book about herself. She tells him
how she doesn't treasure her body
as the eyes of others do. But
through the sincere, naive
gentleness of the libt·ary hermit,
she is introduced to her own
body. The introduction brings
them together like a candle and its
holder.
One introduction leads to a
pregnancy. The couple feel they
are too immature to be
responsible for the welfare of a
child. The rest of the book deals,
with the hermit reentering the
world, and his trip with the
beautiful, blatantly stared-at lady
to Tijuana for the abortion.
"The Abortion" drags on very
unBra u tiganishly, like unlaced
shoes.· It is longer than any other
of Richard Brautigan's published
works. I feel he throws in too
much to justify the length.
Brautigan is lost in dealing with
descriptions of and among a mass
of people. So are the two social
recluses as they gently travel for

PHILADELPHIA (UPI)--Under
present draft laws, only two or
three out of every 100 young men
need ever wind up in the
service-if they go to an attorney
before going to the draft board
one expert asserts.
However, without an attorney,
many young men, particularly the
poor, will be drafted and put in
uniform even if they have
legitimate deferments, said
Richard A. Axelrod, a 29-year-old
attorney specializing in legal draft
resistance.
While handling a rapidly
growing list of clients who want
to stay in civilian clothes, Axelrod
would like to see himself put out
of business altogether with the
elimination of the draft and the
army it supplies.
"I don't want the United States

the needed operation.
I feel combinations of the "In
Watermelon Sugar" character and
the "Confederate General From
Big Sur" characters, who do not
have to deal with herds of people
but from whom I also experience
this recluse gentleness.
The superb metaphorical
descriptions are still here in "The
Abortion," (The proper noun
"Playboy" is used as an adjective
five times?) I resorted to them as
rest areas as I viewed the wordy
parts. This is the first time I
didn't have a smiling good feeling
upon completion of a Brautigan
book. Maybe it is the dealing with
a large group of people, for once
the hermit left the library both he
and the book were pretty strung
out.
Jeff Hudson

Vance Holland of Eastern New
Mexico University, director of the
State Intern program, will visit
UNM April 2 3 to interview
applicants for intern positions.
Meetings will be held at 9 a.m.
in room 204-5 of the educational
building, and at 1 p.m. in room
103 of the education building.
Interviews will be held from 9:30
a.m. until 12:30 p.m. and from
1:20-5 p.m. in the business

F. D. FOGG and Company
The Abortion

~

and

Central at Second
97 Winrock

"You can't judge a book by its
cover'' is an old cliche, but
Brautigan 's book, like its cover, is
strung out.

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialisfs

CAMPUS BRKEJF§

333 \\'yomingB!vd. 7'\E

265·5901

Free Estimates

6917 Lomas N .E.
(only at) 3400 Central S.E.

For Any 15¢ Drink
With a 79¢ Arby's

ALASKA ??

Classic Different

The Second edition of

"JOBS IN ALASKA"
In choosing mountings for our stock we- never forget the
classic like the channel on the left. Also we like to feature a
substantial new look like the set on the right. Both of our

tells· all you need to know.

stores have excellent collections and FABULOUS center

$3 cash or M.O.

diamonds ... Come and See .. Left .. $550 ... Right .. $350

To r;e;s

JOBS IN ALASKA
1971 .... our 50th Year

Box 1565, Anchorage, Ak99501

ASUNM POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
presents
-in concert-

ELTON JOHN
plus from England special guest stars

Prayers for Peace
Petitions for peace will be made
available for signatures at a
religious ceremony, sponsored by
the Santa Fe Clergy and Laymen
Concerned About Vietnam, at 7
p.m. April 24 in Santa Fe.
Participants will first assemble in
the Santa Fe plaza for a
candlelight procession to St.
Francis Cathedral where the
formal service will be held.
Further information can be
obtained at 983-6427.

International Gala
A dance sponsored by the
University of Albuquerque
International Club, will be held
April 23 at the U of A ballroom.
The dance, called "International
Gala", is open to attendence by
UNM students. lt begins at 9 p.m.
and will continue until 1 a.m.
April24.

Poetry Reading
Poets Glenna Luschei and
George Vlahos will read from
their works April 23 at 8 in
Education Building, room 204 at
UNM.
The readings are free and open
to the general public and
sponsored by the ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series.
Luschei is editor of the
magazine "Cafe Solo" in San Luis
Obispo, Calif. She has had several
of her works published in
magazines and one book of
poems. A second collection is
scheduled for publication this
year.
Vlahos is an Albuquerque
resident who has had poems

published in such magazines as
Sage, Southwestern Review,
Pembroke Magazine, and Tolar
Creek Syndicate.

A women studies con-ference
will be held at the Honors Center
April 23 and 24.
"Women in Literature,"
"Feminism as an Ideology" and
the "Second Sex-Reconsidered"
are the three courses to be taught
at 2 p.m. on April 23.
Workshops will be held at 4
p.m. April 23, and a discussion on
"Women as Artists" will be held
at 8 p.m.
A panel discussion on Women
Studies will be held at 10 a.m.
April 24. The conference is free
and open to anyone. For more
information, call 296-4588 or
277-3129.
The conference is sponsored by
the Women's Caucus, GSA;
Women's Center and Women's
Liberation.

acolder beer.
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USE STUDY SOUNDS

SCHLITZ

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

$3.84/case
96e/6 pack

Se~d Ttf,~~kT~~eM;~:;e~~de~r_:P$:.~~o~~ch

Send a child to cannp

Increase Your Concentration And Improve
)'our Comprehenslan. Study At A Faster Rat.,,
Please Specify

lnc:luda 75c Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts, Inc .• - Box 3852
Charlottesville, Va, 22902
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liigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BW' ~ 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
charts, oversized periodicals and book~.
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3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851
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SCHWINN LADIES' VARSITY SPORT

~A...:~~.;:,;,~,.,~ t1

• Lighlweighl frame
•

1 0-speed derailleur gears

• Sprocket style
chainguard
geors

92.95

Hare's tho bike designed lor lhe serious
cycling girls who want ••morc 11 •from lhcit
bike Jhan jusf a ride around the block.
10-speed gears that eel up the 111 iles
efforllcssly, drop handlebars, sports sad·
die dual posilion brake lovers and a
'
number of other features pocked 1nfo
this outsfonding bike. Drop in for a fest
ride end find ouJ lor your.sell whcl a
difference c Schwinn mckesl

.

10 speed trainer
available

P, Bollontrno & SonaJ Nowark. Now Jorsoy
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Nixon essential victory for his
u n iq u e $ 2 . 7 b iI l io n
pay-and·benefits proposal to make
the army attractive enough to
induce young men to join of their
own free will without the impetus
of the draft.
.
G hair man John Stennis,
D-Miss., and others on the
committee, however, said they
were dubious about the chances
for a volunteer army while the
nation is so heavily committed
abroad. They doubt whether
many youngsters will enlist unless
they face the alternative of being
drafted.

!llternattve ~erv;tce .at memal JObs
ma mental.m~tttutwn.
Kah~ satd It appears ~rom the
ex;penence at his offlCe that
mtddle·class colleg_e ~t~dents
know about the avatlabJltty of
draft
counseling
while the.
.
.
culturally depr1ved often are not
in the area of
aware of their r'ghts
I
lect'tve
se"
, ser1
v'ce : .
.
Were _co~vmcmg ~he Judges
the <?onstttut~on appl:~s to the
se~ect,t,ve . servtce area, Axelro~
sa1d. It ts not a sac7osan~t area ..•
" He. __added that tf a J~dg~ IS
sens1ttve about the Constitution,
th.e cJ;lances of a draft appellant
wmnmg ,the case are greatly
_e;;n;;h;;a;;n;;ce:;d;;.======::;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;

Philosophers

University professors will be
among several prominent New
Mexicans who will speak in
varying formats during a four
week seminar, "The
Establishment: Can We Support
It?" to be held at 7:30p.m. April
25, May 2, 9 and 16 at the First
United Presbyterian Church,
Locust at Copper NE.
Included will be David
Hamilton and T. Norman Van
Cott, UNM economists, and
Archie J. Bahm, department of
philosophy.

You'll never taste

At least one more committee
session will be necessary to vote
on u n finished business including the administration's
plan to abolish deferments for
college students. The bill then will
go to the floor, where the draft
extension will face a determined
effort by conscription critics to
abolish the selective service
entirely to reduce the extension
to the minimum time necessary.
The committee action,
however, practically assured that
Congress will extend the draft for
some period after June 30. I~ also
appeared to assure President

One involve~ a boy whose .m?th~r
was seelnng a phystc.tan s
stat.ement F?r a non-extstent
medicalcondttJon.Theotherwas
a young man engaged in designing
explosives who sought an
occupa t'10na1 d e f ermen t .
Axelrod said he turned down
·
d epartmen t
the explOSIVeS
employe because "I won 't h e1p
anybody assisting the war effort."
There are two principal avenues
in handling selective service cases,
said Axelrod, refusing induction
and going to trial or accepting
· duction and using a habeas
~~rpus approach.
'I'he attorney said the second
approach is more popular because
if the case is lost, the young man
remains in the Army, while in the
first instance it means prison, or
when conscientious objection is
involved, it often means

The New Mexico and West
Texas Philosophical Society ·will
meet April 23-25 at the Sheraton
Western Skies Motel, Taos Room.
Registration will take place
starting at 7 p.m. April 23.

The Establishment

May 15
a KQEO promotion

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Senate Armed Services Committee
voted Thursday to extend the
draft two years and begin raising
military pay to levels the Nixon
administration hopes will produce
a volunteer army by 1972.
The committee voted 13 to
three to extend the Selective
Service Act for two more years
after it expires June 30. A
proposal to limit the extension to
one year was defeated 13 to three
and a four-year extension was
defeated 10 to six.
Then the committee, despite
misgivings by many of its
members that a volunteer army
was an impossible goal, voted to
raise pay for eP1isted men and
junior officers by amounts ranging
from nine to 50 percent. The
proposal, identical to the pay
increase suggested by the
administration, passed 16 to 0. A
House version that increases pay
even more sharply was defeated
10 to six.
The Senate version also
included a bonus of $3000 to men
who enlist for army combat
service - a provision that has been
rejected by the House.

Women Studies Conference

BRINSLEY SCHWARZ

8:30 pm
UNM Arena
Tickets $4 advance $5 at the door
($3 advance with student I.D.)
on sale at SUB ticket booth

pending disposition of his appea.l.
Axelrod and Sanford Kahn, hts
partner, handle se':eral hundred
draftcasesayear.Smcehebegan
this speciality, the number of
cases have increased 200 to 300
percent annua 11 y.
"This workload will continue
.
tomcreasebecauseofthesuccess
.
of our court cases," Axelrod satd.
"75 to 80 percent of our clients
are being found not guilty."
The young lawyer said he has
been rejected by the armed
services because he "flunked the
physical."
The lawyer said he and other
attorneys like him are trying to
"incorporate fairness in selective
service procedures."
"I will not help anybody who is
not entitled to help," Axelrod
said.
He has turned down two cases.

Draft Extension, Army Pay Hike Asked

State Interns

~~~ Jewelers

to have any kind of an army," the
29"year-old Axelrod said. "It
would stop us from going into
small countries. I have
anti-imperialist views."
H 1 f 1 th
.11 .
b.
e a so
mt wns
emg
s ent
dailee sin· ethe
Indochina
p
·
y
conflict could serve. fa better
t
P urpose on th e d ames t 1c
ron .· .
Axelrod, who wear~ a trim
beard, had been counselmg yo_u.th
on the draft almost fr~m the ttme
he became a lawyer 2 V2 years ago.
It starte~ two years ago when a
black mushm came to see a law
~socia~e of Axelrod's wit~ a case
mvolvmg an e~e.mptwn on
grounds he was a mmtster.
Axelrod took the case, which is
now on appeal before the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals here.
'I'he muslim was sentenced to 2'-h
years in prison but is free on bail

.Friday, April' 23, 1'}71

The Country Look From
the Trend Shops
•WINROCK
.NOB HILL

•
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Outstanding Fern Athletes On Campus-Ms. Unl(nown
By SANDY McCRAW
softball teams, has also been to
ASk almost anyone on campus the nationals in track (although
and he has probably heard of there is no official women's track
Gi,bson, Long, Kremmel, and team at UNM). She holds the state
Scarber.
record in discus and won the
But watch for the reaction you Women's Junior Nationals in
get when you ask about Butler, discus, She has been competing in
Dwight, Ulteig or Mosher. The sports events since she was a
names of these athletes don't sophomore in high school in
sound familiar? Maybe it's Portales.
because their first names happen
Ellen Dwight, a freshman
to be Barbara, Ellen, Linda and majoring in physical education, ia
Jan.
a member of both the volleyball
Each of the four is an and swimming teams. While in
outstanding member of one or high school in Honolulu, Dwight
more women's athletic teams.
made the state relay record.
Barbara Butler, who is active on
Linda Ulteig, semi-formal
the basketball, volleyball and captain of the gymnastics team,
also has an impressive record for
the four years she has participated
in the sport. She was first in the
1
bars event and second in the beam
at a four-way event at Adams
s:ate College this year, won two
firsts at Eastern New Mexico
University this year, and was
second on the bars at the
\4
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Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
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Inter-mountain Conference meet.
Ulteig, a sophomore, has
participated in gymnastics events
sihce attending Roswell Goddard
high school.
Jan Mosher, a member of the
women's swimming team, has
qualified for the national events.
She won eighth in butterfly stroke
and 11th in the 50 free stroke
contests in a meet at Arizona
State. She was the state swimming
champion until she was 1,.1.
Mosher is a P.E, major with a
minor in psychology.
The four each have very
definite opinions on women's
sports, why they are being
"underfunded" and the status of
the "lady jock."
Why is there so little interest in
women's sports? Butler believes
that the one thing holdin11
women's sports most is the lack of
coverage in the press. "People in
this area are fine athletes- they
even compete in meets out of
school- there's quite a bit of
ability here. Not only is there not
enough funds or publicity, the
coaches aren't even paid- you
just have to use your spare time.
And it can run into quite a lump
of time taken up," Butler said.
"More money is definitely
needed. As for traveling, we get
the short end of the deal, We even
have to pay for our own meals "
said Dwight.
'
On the other hand, Ulteig
doesn't seem to feel the problem
is due to sex "I don't think
they're discriminating against us
as women- it's because we're just
beginning. Like in funding, it's
not because they're
discriminating. Every sport has to
start from the bottom.
Eventually, if the girls don't give
up, they will get as much money
as they deserve," Ulteig said.
"It's ridiculous. Our money
went to Gay Liberation. w~ had
to go outside the school for help.
And then, the Lobo boosters
didn't give us any money. We got
a $100 donation from the
Civi tans. In the Senate, one
Senator said he thought our
money should go for pencil
sharpeners - that they WE're mor<'
important," said Mosher.
What about the image of "lady
jock"?
"Before I came here, I had no
conception of what the term
meant. At first, I was kind of

athlete, He helps me a lot. He
really gives lots of good hints,"
said Butler. Her whole family is
athletically inclined - her brother
played basketball at NMSU for
one year.
One point of rebellion is
apparent in most of the girls - the
department rule that they must
wear dresses. "There is no basis
for this rule, Now the style is for
girls to wear pants. It's stupid,"
said Ulteig.
One girl illustrated her point by
this story; "The team was on a
trip to a meet. When we were on
the bus, WP wore pants, and when
we got off, we would wear slacks.
So, every time we got off the bus
we had to change clothes. One

bothered, but I've gotten used to
it. It never occured to me that a
girl could be a jock," Dwight said.
"Nat. urally, some girls fit the
stereotype, But I think UNM has
fewer of these stereotype girls
than lots of places."
"We're really not like that.
There are some girls that could fit
that description in lots of other
fields," said Ulteig.
·
"I think there are a lot of girls
built like boys, but then a lot
aren't. The swimming team is just,
you know, girls," said Mosher.
"I don't like the connotation of
being called a jock. You think of
someone in pant;s, strutting
around, going to school just for
sports. If anyone could see us at a
meet they'd know we're not what
they think we are - some of the
girls are pretty sorority girls," said
Butler.
Why does a girl join an athletic
team?
"There is not really a
competitive urge- it's more of
keeping physically fit, It's an
emotional outlet," said Ulteig.
"I'm in it just for fun, It's
exercise the fun way. You get to
meet lots more people than you
would if you weren't on the team.
I like the meets and coaches.
Physical education is a good
backing for everything. It really
keeps you healthy," said Mosher.
"One good aspect of sports is
that it gives women the one thing
that they are left out ofcompetition. In sports, you can
compete with equals. It's also a
good way to get rid of emotions
and frustrations," said Butler.
"I swim because I like to keep
my body in good physical shape.
It's more of an individual sport
and makes you feel more like a
p('rson than most sports," said
Dwight.
The girls all seem to have
fran tic schedules- going to
classes, practicing th~ sport often
enough to stay in top shape and
trying to keep some sort of a
social life, seems to occupy a good
portion of their time. As Mosher
explains, athletes really "have to
budget our time fairly tightly."
"It's not a carefree lifl'," said
Butler.
Most athletic girls come from
athletic families. Mosher's sister
and brother are both swimmers
and her coaches are also athletes.
"My father is a fantastic

girl's

suitC'==t~P.

The UNM track team will split
up and head in opposite directions
this weekend as the Lobos are
entered in both the Drake Relays
in Des Moines, Iowa and the Mt.
San Antonio Relays in Walnut,
Calif.
Coach Hugh Hackett's squad
improved on nine season marks
here Saturday night as the Lobos
won 15 of 17 events to defeat
Arizona State University 101-44.
Hackett will enter two relay
events and three field events at
Drake while seven other Lobos
will head for Mt. SAC. At Drake
New Mexico will enter Kenth
Ohman, Reid Cole, Dave Roberts
and Tom Ericson in the two mile
relay (7:26.0) with Cole,
Erickson, Roberts and Michael
Fredriksson in the distance
medley relay (9 :42.5). Also
entered will be Ulf Johansson
(248-5) in the javelin, Fernando
Abugattas (6-10) in the high jump
and Ingemar Jernberg (16-6) and

got put far back in

the bus, and her skirt was
inaccesible. So, she simply slipped
her pants off, put on her coat and
went out in her underwear."
Another stereotype that most
of the girls try to get rid of is the
idea that they are only available
to go out with athletic men.
"My God, we're not as straight
as most people think, I hitchiked
to Los Angeles with my boyfriend
last summer," one girl said.
"I just go out with guys from
my classes. There's no set rule on
who exactly I go out with," said
Dwight.
Butler alone liked athletic
men - "He can understand and
appreciate your skills. He also
knows how much fun sports are."
How does the women's teams
compare with the men's? Opinion
varies drastically.
"We show just as well in our
conference as the men do in
theirs," said Butler.
"In general, we're not quite as
goorl. But we do have good
material," said Dwight.
"It really ties into one thing-·
we'i·e not as good because W('
don't have the mon<'y. We don't
get the b('tter equipment. But
we're not jealous of the boys, we
know they need tht> mon~y. too,''
said Ulteig.
The future of women's athletics
at UNM? "It's changing in the
sense that it's becoming more W('ll
known at the UniversiLy. It's
changing attitudes of people. Last
year, we didn't have much
coverage at all in the Lobo. Next
year, we may even risk a home
meet," said Ulteig.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to i;c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

DUSON HOffMAN "UlTI.f BIG MAN"
·

A~::r:::~rd Held
But Supporting
Actor
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4th Wk.
7:00 9:30

SAT.-SUN.

1:45-4:20,

Chief Dan

7:00 9:30

YOU NEED SOMEONE TO TALK TOnnd no one seems to listen ? T.cy AGORA:
students trained in creative listening: 24
hours a. day. Northwest comer of Meso.
Vista. 277-3013. 4/26
HELP SAVE AMERICA I Join the American Vigilantes 1 For information-buy
nnd rearJ The Americ-an Vigilante by
Alaric Branden Pros•, 221 Columbus Ave.
Boaton, Mnss. 02116. $4,95. 5;'3
NOT EXACTLY THE SORT of work
your rnoth('r had in mind for you ..• sen
the HARD TIMES. See Grnnt nt 115 B
Harvard S.E. or call 255-9706. 5/3
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.
LOST-·SII,VER BRACELET, blue stonos
rcwnrd 277-2084, 264 Zuni nenr Universit. 4/28
R E W A R D : RIMLESS PHOTOGRAY
gJnsscs possible )o.<;t in vicinity of Carlisle
Gym. 242-5025. 4/27
J,OST-FELIX THE CAT. Block, yellow
{',YC3, one .Year old male, red collarlu21 '-'\ Gold Avo. S.E. 2~2:_6912. 2/26
SlO REWARD for return of chlSS rlngUNM-MBA-'71, initials GEG inside.
Cnll Gerry, 842-6346 evenings. 4/23
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PRESENT

-

DANCE THEATER

Saturday, May 1-8:15 P.M.
Tickets $5.50, 5.oo, 4-50, 4.00, 3·50

UNM Students with Act. Cards

Lecture-Demonstration Friday,
April 30, 4;oo P.M.
Free to the Public
Telephone 277-31 21

in the Los Angeles area as a major
college prospect. Pokorski is the
first high school senior to
announce he will be attending
UNM in the fall.
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Friday, April 23
Earth Day Films; Union, theater; 9
a.rn.-3 p.m.
Earth Day Panel, "Population

Control: Birth Control~'' Union, room
250; 1:30 p.m.

Garr~ tt De . Bell, editor of Th<•
Environmerttal Handbook; Union
ballroom; 8 p.m.
•

and

TilE BL.UES

Price

plus a special surprise
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
APRIL 25, 6-8-10 PM
THEATER $ LOO with I.D.
NEW MEX-ICO. •1:.0:60

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87105

FORRENT

5)

FORSALE

1959 FORD, good running condition, R &
H. new tires. yellow smile included. ~250.
Call 277·2155 after 5:00 P.M.
SAVE UP TO $400 on your new
:1\1/Cyele and tour Europe. Buy your
new Motor Cycle tnx free (BSA, Triumph, Norton) from one of England's
oldest dealers-50 yenrs, Huge stook too
of !l"llllranteod used models at England's
lowest prh:es. Full insurance for Europe
& shipment back to U.S.A. arrangedor we guarantee re-purchase. Write now
for full details, Grorgc Clnrkc (Motors)
Limited, 276·278 Brixton Hill, London,
S.W.2 Eng. 'l'el: 01-674-3211. 4/23
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully equipped to
zig-zng, make buttonholos, etc. This is n
first time offer and they will go fast at
$49.95 apiece. We have threaded them
for your inspection. United Freight
Sales, 8920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9, 3/29
SELECT GROUP OF BELL BOTTOMS
.nnd flairs-only $5. Lobo Men'.s Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 4/23
MIRACORD 50-H Turntable, with bMe &
cover. Pickering XV 16-AME 3 Cart;.
ridge, Excellent condition. $100. 242-4445.

St. John's University, a team
that has appeared in 26
post-season basketball
tournaments, has been added to
the 19 71 Lobo In vita tiona!
Basketball tourney field replacing
New York University in the
classic.
UNM athletic director Pete
McDavid said today that St.
John's would join Creighton
University, Texas A&M and llost
New Mexico in the tourney
scheduled for Dec, 22 and 23,
19 71. New York University,
scheduled to appear in the
tournament, announced last week
that it was dropping collegiate
basketball and thus the vacancy in
the tourney bracket.
"It is very difficult to fill a
schedule this late in the year but
thanks to the great cooperation
we received from Ben Carnevale,
the athletic director at NYU, and
Walter McLaughlin, St. John's
AD, we have been able to
complete our field," said
McDavid.
St, John's finished the season
with an 18-9 season record and a
trip to the National Invitational
Tournament. St. John's lost an
84-83 overtime verdict to
Tennessee in the first round. The
Redman lost but one member of
the 19 71 teams and will be
headlined by Mel Davis, the
nation's fifth best rebounder last

season with a 17,9 average. Davis
averaged 21.2 points per game,
Last season marked the first
time since the Invitational's
inception in 1965 that the Lobos

The
ASUNM
FILM COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

the
best

THE MAYSLES BROTHERS NtW

HAMBURGER
in town

The Most Highly Acclaimed Film Of The Year!
"Hard-hitting, anti-establishment stuff."-Judith Crist I "I was
spellbound, I've seen SALESMAN three limes and each time I've
been more impressed, Fascinating, very funny, unforgettable."VIncent Canby, New :t.ark Times I "Probably the most important
film you wilt see this year."-Joseph Gelmis, Newsday I "Impossible to over-estimate. There is no doubt that we shall see

Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central9 am to 11 am

.d/29

SALESMAN as a turning point in !he history of film. "-rllm

Society Review I "An extraordinary film no one dares miss."
-New York Magazine I "An experience that sticks in the
memory. The suspense becomes unbearable .. As dramatic as
any human drama I've ever seen in any medium. Ten limes more
fascinating than the big budget hokum turned out by Hollywood.
It is total realism.-Rex Reed

EMPLOYMENT

ANY BASS GUITAR player Interested in
giving lessons call 243-7244. 4/27
7)

~ILM

SAI~I~S1\\AN

23¢

THREE NEW 1971 stereo console:; complete wjth large de]ux Gerrard changer
and 4-sponker system. $87.50 each or
tel'1l18. United Freight Sales, 8920 Snn
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/5

til

have not taken the first place
trophy. Michigan State handed
the Lobos a first round loss, 7 3-69
and the Lobos settled for third
place ahead of Santa Clara, 91-62.

-

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE DOG, black and white pnrt collie,
about 7 months oJd-lovabJe, hous~brol,en.
Needs a good home. 296-7242. 4/28
LOBO LITTLE LEAGUE biUlebnll needs
conches for their Senior Division. Season
losta to July 2, Call Gil Sanchez after
5:00 P.M.-268-9725. 4/28
WANTED TO BUY: Indios 5 or 10 speed
bicycle. 255-2151. 4/28

at 6-8-10 p.m.
SUB THEATER $1.00 with J.D.
APRIL 23-24

WANTED: CABIN FOR SUMMER. Rent
negotiable, Call 247-1162, 4/27

Caliliing Yom

According to Lightnin' Hopkins

SERVICES

RIDERS TO CONN. or part way. End
semester. Dlck 242·1507. 4/2:;;8_ _ __
FOR CONI<'lDENCE in English composition and r<!nding. The Original Inductive
Wny. ll yenrs cxperience 1 grades 7
through 14. Tutoring specialist. 265-0853.
PASSPORT, application or identiifientlon
photos, fn.st nnd inexpensive. Ncar UNM.
Either call 266·2444, or come to 1717
Girard NE. 4/20
TYPING: EXPERIENCED. IDI\1 electric
term papers, th.,es. Call 266-4906, 119
Vassar S.E. 4/23 ,

The Incredible String Band
with Stone Monkey

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITIEE

LOST & FOUND

2)

A FILM STARRING

POPEJOY HALL

PERSONALS

1)

BE GLAD

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

REPERTORY

this past season and had an
outstanding game in the city
tournament. Against San
Fernando he scored 44 points,
pulled down a total of 31
rebounds and had 10 defensive
steals.
He was named to the All
Southeast Los Angeles team, was
All-League and the Most Valuable
Player at Bell High School. The
190 pounder finished the season
with a 26.3 scoring average and
21.8 rebounding mark for all
games.
He played for coach Jim
McFarland and is rated by coaches

John Worcester (16-3) in the pole
vault.
Ericso1' had a career best and
the second best 880 time ever at
New Mexico Saturday night when
he was clocked in 1:48.8. The
school record is 1:48.2 run by Jim
Dupree in 1960, Ericson will run
the 1 3 2 0 leg of the distance
medley with Fredriksson running
the quarter, Roberts the 88 0 and
Roberts the mile.
Assistant coach Web Loudat
will take the group to California
and will enter the mile as an
unattached entry. All American
triple jumper Chuck Steffes heads
the California group. The Mt. San
Antonio entry list includes Steffes
( 5 0·4'A) in the tri pie; Per Eric
Smiding (242-41J•) in the javelin;
Ingemar Nyman (6-9) in the high
jump; Jesse Johnson (47.4) in the
440; Walter Henderson (9.5) in
the 100; Rick Mauck (14.0) in the
high hurdles and Jim Lincoln
(16·4) in the pole vault.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertjsement

Richard Pokorski, 6-6 Prep Star
Signs Letter of Intent For UNM
Richard Pokorski, a 6·6
forward at Bell High School in
Maywood, Calif., has signed a
letter of intent with UNM, Lobo
basketball coach Bob King
announced Tuesday.
Pokorski will join he New
Mexico freshman team in the fall
with both a fine athletic and
academic background. He has a
3.9 academic grade point average
and is ranked fourth in a
graduating class of 379.
Named to the All-City second
team in Los Angeles, Pokorski
averaged 27.2 points and 20.1
rebounds in 13 conference games

NYU Drops Out of Lobo Invite;
St. ] ohn' s Fills Vacant Position

Tracksters Split for Meets

' !

FORSALE

CLEAN 65 FORD VB engine recently overhauled-$200.00. Shnrp 70 Honda 90,
2100 mil.,, helmet size G%,, $260.00, eali
266·5101 after 5, 4/23
1971 CAPRI-all options, good condition,
Call 258·3136 daytime, 4/28
W ATERBED EXPERIENCE-whol.,ale/
rctnil, beda $9·65, 20 mil union carbide
vinyl, 20 year guarantee. Heaters $12-35,
silicone rubber, 400 wnttJ 116 v. thermo-stnt. Waterbed Experience, 2259 Polk,
S.F. Calif. Cnll (416) 441-6111/411·2744.
Di.stributnrs wnnted. 4/28
1961 PONTIAC STATION WAGON-good
condltlon-$360 or trnde for pick-up
truck. 247-3269 after 5 P.M. 4/27
1965 PORSCHE 856c, $350 under book.
Must oell. 268-8104 after 5, or 3511 on
campus. Ask for John. 4/27
1066 FORD GALAXIE, hardtop, automatic
trnnamfsaion power brak(>S & ate~ring, air
conditioner, h~ntcr & radio. $600,00. 2689343, 4/26
GERMAN S~H~E~•P~A~R~D~,~-~6-m--o.-o~l~d~,-p-ro~r~.,-
aionnlJy trained. Must be seen to be ap ..
precinted. 266-0688. $400. 4/26
IcTimNA TRUM!>r,}T by Getzcn, Doe Sev~
crins~n model. Silver plated, tmed one
Year. Jo:xc~llent cond, $276-,243-4716 or
write 1106% Grand N.E. 4/26
COMPLETE LINE 01~ · L-IG,;,H-T'"'·"'Cw=E=rG-=-H=T
foods for outdoorsmen. Rich-Moor nnd
Wilqon brnnds. Introductor sn1e: Jess
lOt;'o. Fremont's Fine Foods, 666 CoronM
ndo Center. 6/3
BLUg Jf:AN BELLS in ali sizes, Now nt
. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.
1066 VOLKSWAGEN, 3900 miles, nir,
$1200. 243-5055. 4/.--.2.:..3----....,..,-:SUMMER SHIRTS-mnny colored T-shirta,
aleevelosa, nnd string lu>ita. $1.50 to
$12.00, Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central

CLAssrrFrrED

ADVERTK§ING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimvm (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASS IFl CATIONS:

l. Personals
5, For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

-·

SE.

1971 HAMBURGERS. Where? FRONTIEJR
RESTAURANT neross !roll! Popejoy
Hall. 'l'hc lntost in broiled food, Call 2660560 for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7 :30. 6/5
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AM11~M multiplex tuner nnd 4-spcnk~r eys ..
tern. Ilns inputs for tape nnd phono,
$6!l.Oii or terms, United Freight Sales,
3020 Son Mateo, open 0 to 0. 4/5
I•'I~NDim D U 0 - S 0 N I C ELECTRIC
GUITAR with 24 walt nmp., nice cnsc
$100.00. Sec nt Audio Visuni Center be·
hind Mitchell Hnil weel<daya, Aslc for
Blll. 4/27

' Friday, April ~3, 1'971.

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Then, come to the north mall every
Mond1:1y, Wednesday and Friday at
l2:30 p.m. Come and be a person!
John Nolan

,.,

Letters:
Missed Point
To the Editor:
Recently, The Lobo had a front
page picture of Jim Gambone
"lecturing" to his educational
foundations class on the mall.
However, and quite unintentionally
I'm sure, The Lobo reporter who
covered that class, seemed to miss
the main point that Gambone and
the rest of the class, myself included,
were trying to bring across. Thus,
this letter is being written, to clarify
to all, the purpose of the public class
held before Easter vacation and our
plans for the future.
First, a brief background into the
nature of our class. The entire
semester we have been working on a
class project, which is intended to
challenge the university structure for
the systematic failure to provide for
its basic assumption, "a college is a
community of people."
If anything, we feel, the university
had already alienated students, in
forcing competition for grades and
future occupations, while denying
them freedom to express inner
feelings and explore meaningful
values.
Thus, the birth of our public class.
A chance for students to become
involved with each other on a
down-to-earth, human level, by
participating in activities, then
sharing true feelings with the rest of
the class, without fear of a
professor's evaluation of your
performance. Also the opportunity
for students to express openly their
feelings of college life, whether
hostile or joyful. Sound exciting?

Polluter's Commandments
To the Editor:
The Industrial Polluter's
Commandments
1) I am your President, thou shalt
not place Hickel before me.
2) Thou shalt not take the name of a
polluter in vain.
3) Remember to keep Earth Day
holy, then maybe they'll leave us
alone.
4) Thou shalt honor thy father and
mother, providing they resign from
the Sierra Club.
5) Thou shalt not kill, except maybe
a few birds, fish, etc.
6) Thou shalt not commit adultery.
Pollution, yes; adultery, no.
7) Thou shalt not steal; they already
have laws against that.
8) Thou shalt not bear false witness,
xcept as required in advertising or
public hearings.
9) Thou shalt not purify thy
neighbor's effluent.
10) Thou shalt not covet the SST;
we couldn't afford to spend our own
money on it.
The Golden Rule of Pollution
Do unto others what you would not
have them do unto you.
G.H. Quentin
Instructor, Chemical Engineering

editorial
Court

Goofs

Again
ASUNM vice presidential
candidate Sam Johnson and four
candidates for Senate missed a
mandatory candidate's meeting
Tuesday. Elections Commission
Chairman Debbie Bruns ruled them
ineligible and removed their names
from the ballot.
Johnson and a Senate candidatenone of the others contested the
commission's ruling- took Bruns'
decision to Student Court. All the
names are now supposed to appear
on the ballot.
Student Court ruled
unconstitutional the Elections Code
rule which states all candidates must
attend the mandatory meeting or
send someone in their stead. The

ruling came even though the code
was revised last year and last year's
election was held using the same
rules.
The Elections Commission now
stands in violation of the Student
Court decision. The commission has
consented to place Johnson on the
ballot because of the unusual
circumstances under which he missed
the meeting.
We can understand why Johnson's
name will appear on the ballot. But
it is grossly unfair that those
candidates who abided by the rules
should suddenly be told those rules
don't apply to privileged people. The
Senate candidates who did not
attend the mandatory meeting
should not appear on the ballot.
The attorney general, knowing full
well in light of past elections that
several court cases would arise,
should have reviewed the entire
Elections Code, issued an opinion
and stopped wasting court's time and
everyone else's.
Now that the Elections
Commission has decided not to place
those Senate candidates on the
ballot, court is befuddled. Court
members are not just sure how to
stop the election. . . Even if the
election is enjoined, the commission
members say they will go ahead and
allow students to vote.
Student Court deserves the slap in
the face.
Sarah Laidlaw

'Old Chinese Saying: "He Who Has Not Learned Ping-Pong Should Keep His Big Mouth Shut"!'

-

Student Aid Offices Fight Money Crunch, Rising Need
Hikes in tuition costs and the
reluctance of Congress to fund
student aid programs are principal
causes for more students seeking
financial aid for their education to
be turned down in the history of our
American universities, the Office of
Institutional Eesearch disclosed
earlier this month.
Student aid offices are being
confronted with an increasing
number of requests for financial aid
which cannot be met. Students from
low-income families are the first to
be given consideration for financial
aid, however students from other
economic income brackets are
generally turned down.
Although loans are an accessible
means for alleviating student's
financial difficulties in meeting
higher rates in tuition and room and
board students are faced with paying
off their loans as soon as they
graduate. Consequently a greater
need for more adequate proposals
for aid to higher education is
essential in order to combat the
current problems universities are
facing with their student aid
resources.
Various universities in the country
have indicated a definite increase in
applications and inquiries regarding
financial assistance. More than
1 0,000 inquiries and applications

were received by the University of
California at Santa Barbara for the
1969-70 academic year. The figure
represented almost 80 percent of the
student body.
A questionnaire distributed during
the fall quarter of 1969 at the

UNM to Continue Loans, Grants
Despite nationwide cutbacks in
university and college loan programs,
UNM will be able to continue and
possibly augment its student aids
policies next year.
"We hope we can take care of our
people in some way," said Charles
Sheehan, director of the student aids
program. "We may not be able to
give everyone a grant, but we will try
to make sure they can get some sort
of a loan."
The possibilities for state residents
to receive a state loan for next year
have greatly improved. Now any
state resident in good standing with a
family income under $15,000 is
eligible for a state loan, and can
borrow as much as $1500 per year.
More national defense money will
be available next year.
An oath of allegiance must be
signed to receive a national defense
loan, but the clause stating students
will lose the loan if involved in
campus disruptions has been deleted.

Federal funding for the
Educational Opportunity Grant
(EOG) has not been increased. "The
EOG is generally given to students
whose families have an income under
$5000," Sheehan stated. "These are
usually the hard core poverty kids."
There will not be too many grants
given next year, but loans should be
available.
Work-study money will increase
during the second semester next
year. "The House just passed a bill to
increase it, but not until Dec. 31,
1971," Sheehan explained. "So first
semester work-study money will be
tight. We'll be operating on last
year's money."
Last year 332 of 697 students on
the work-study program came from
families with an income of $3000 or
less. l32 students' families had
ann1,1al incomes of $3000-$6000. 89
students' families had incomes of
$6000-$7500 and 45 had incomes of
$7500-$9000.

then that 41 percent of the
undergraduates must work to stay in
school.
Other universities experiencing the
pressure of insufficient funding from
the federal government to meet
requests for aid, have reported drops
in student enrollment and an
increasing number of middle-income
students that are refused aid.
The University of Florida is facing
added problems with their student
aid program resulting from federal
government cut-backs of the College
Work-Study Program in which 500
students participate. A minimum of
150 students will lose their jobs
within the next few weeks although
the program has more money due an
appropriations bill passed a year ago
which would fund the program
through December 30, 1971.
However, federal administrators say
they have no authority to release the
funds until new legislation
authorizing the existence of the
program is also passed.
State budget cut-backs have
further aggravated the job situation
where the salaries of 1500 student
employees is derived. Unless a
solution is found the university
predicts that 300-500 more students
will lose their jobs during the spring
semester.

NE\N
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Nelson Fires Elections Chairman
Bruns Plans Appeal, Calls Action 'Unfair'

If The
Shoe Fits

By DEANNE STILLMAN
And PETER KATEL
The age of confrontation has left
its established campus and urban
home al).d moved to what may have
been the last bastion of solitude and
peacefulness - the bottom of the
Grand Canyon.
They came toting lassos, not
bayonets, riding mules, not horses,
and wearing 1950 Audie Murphy
outfits, not blue uniforms.
It was 1 a.m. Under a bright
moon , three drunk muleskinners
galloped up to our campsite and
inquired about dancing girls.
They could see only
vulnerable-looking Peter and Deanne
in the moonlight. What they couldn't
see was our 6'2" friend from Dallas,
known for punching out grizzly
bears and riding Brahma bulls, who
was standing in the shadows.
"Is she your wife, amigo?" one of
the cowboys asked Peter. No one
answered their inquiries about the
availability of women. Taking the
lack of comment as an invitation,
one of the three cowboys made a

University of California at Berkeley
revealed that 17 percent of
undergraduates received total
support from their parents, 54
percent received partial financial
support from their parents. The
statistics compiled at Berkeley show

lasso and advanced toward Deanne,
twirling his rope as he came.
Now the big man from Dallas
wasn't about to let a good woman's
virtue go down the drain, especially
to three tanked up muleskinners.
Out of the shadows jumped
hirsute Tex, yelling, "I oughta lasso
you!" at the man twirling the rope.
A test of manhood was now
underway. It isn't everyday that a
muleskinner can show off his virility
by fighting a 6'2" stud.
Tex grabbed the rope and tried to
lasso Deanne's possible assailant, but
was tripped by one of the canyon's
more recent developments, an
irrigation ditch. Tcx was doWil
and the drunk riding the mule tried
to trample him, ordering the mule,
"Git him, git him."
But it takes more than a mule to
keep a good Texan down. Not to be
intimidated, the native of the Lone
Star State kicked the animal in the
belly, got out from under him and
stood up.
The moonlight now shone brightly
on Tex's short-haired scalp and the
muleskinners saw their opposition.
"We're really sorry," they told him.
"We were just out for some fun. We
didn't realize you were a cowboy."

Meanwhile Peter and Deanne had
run to the nearest Dudley Doright
station and told the rangers a likely
story about a cohort who was getting
trampled by a mule. One of the
rangers grabbed his gun and they
started for the scene of the
confrontation. By the time all of us
got there, Lasso King and his two
pilotfish had taken off for parts
unknown and the rangers set out
after them.
The arrival of the two grim-faced
rangers had broken up a little
expression of cowboy solidarity, Tex
explained. He said the muleskinners
had offered him their bottle of
brandy, "I jusL chug-a-lugged the
sonofabitch," he said laughing. "I
bet they expected to get some of it
back."
Despite his apparent
matter-of-fact attitude about the
confrontation, Tex left little doubt
· about what would have happened if
he hadn't been there: "They would
have lassoed you and drug you across '
the creek," he said to Deanne. And
to Peter: "They would have cut your
hair, man. And the more you would
have fought, the meaner they would
have got. I can't understand why
cowboys hate hippies."

Carl Jackson

ASUNM President Eric Nelson appeal Nelson's decision on the
Friday removed Elections basis "Nelson and the court are
Commission Chairman Debbie still being unfair to those
Bruns because of the candidates who did go by the
commission's defiance ot a rules and attend the meeting."
Student Court order to place She is not yet sure where she will
additional candidate's names on take the appeal.
the April 28 ASUNM election
"I've got about a dozen
different ways I can appeal," she
ballot.
Bruns, however, said she will said.
Bruns pointed out during last
appeal Nelson's decision.
Student Court Thursday fall's elections Student Court
invalidated a section in the heard a similar case in which two
Elections Code which calls for a candidates challenged having their
mandatory candidates' meeting names taken off the ballot for
and
ordered Elections missing the mandatory candidates
Commission to add the names of meeting.
five candidates who had missed
"Those two names didn't
the meeting to the ballot.
appear on the fall ballot. We've
Bruns agreed to place one now had two elections run under
candidate on the ballot because that code and suddenly the
''extra ordinary circumstances" mandatory candidates section is
prevented him from attending, illegal," she said.
but refused to add the other four
She added Senate, acting as a
names because "the court order is committee of the whole, re-did
unfair to the candidates who did the Elections Code last semester
and left in the section concerning
attend the meeting."
Sl1e said yesterday she would mandatory candidates meetings.

Jackson Will Appeal Dismissal to Heady
Carl Jackson, UNM's director
of student activities, said
Thursday night he would make an
"informal appeal" cmtcerning the
termination of his contract to
President Ferrel Heady.
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, informed
Jackson lasf; week his contract
would not be recommended for
renewal. He had "no comment"
when queried by The Lobo.
Jackson had scheduled· a
meeting with Heady Saturday to
"determine if I will follow the
formal appeal procedure."
Senate Resolution
The ASUNM Senate Wednesday
night passed a resolution calling
for a public hearing into the
Jackson dismissal. The resolution
reads:
"Whereas: Mr. Jackson has
been arbitrarily and without
stated cause dismissed from his
position, and

. ·Monday, April26, 1971

"Whereas: Mr. Jackson's firing
negatively affects us as students,
"Be it resolved that: the
Student Senate of UNM supports
Mr. Jackson's struggle for
rl'ins ta temcnt, and that the
Student Senate requests an
immediate enumeration of the
charges against Mr. Jackson. Also
we request an open and public
hearing be held 1·egarding this
matter."
Lavender met with an ad hoc
committee Friday concerning
Jackson's dismissal and charges of
"racism" against Union Director
Ron Baum and his asso()iates.
Cipriano Griego, chairman of
the Committee to End Racism,
told Lavender "We would like to
formally protest the dismissal of
Carl Jackson. We would encourage
you to renew his contract.
Frankly, we feel it's because he's a
minority member. We believe his
contract was terminated solely

because he is black."
Denies Charges
Lavender said Griego's charges
were not true and that Jackson
would have until July 1 to protest
his contract termination through
proper channels.
The meeting stemmed from
reports of racist administrative
practices and mismanagement by
N.M. Union administrators filed
by a Union Board investigatory
committee. Lavender has
requested a further investigation.
Griego further asked whether
"Yilhle can give the minorities and
workers a fair trial."
Yehle's Role
Lavender said he believed Yehle
could. "It is his role to guide the
University il1 policies concerning
how employes are troated,"
Lavender said. "Yehle's report
should be submitted soon."
Concerning the Union,
Lavender said, "Clearly, changes

will come about. Maybe the
changes won't come about as fast
as persons involved would wish,
but they will occur."
Lavender agreed to look over
the committee's demands and
meet with them again between
May 5 and 15.
A separate meeting is being set
up by the committee with Chester
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affairs, to protest
alleged discrimination by the
faculty against minority group
graduate student job positions.
Members of the committee
present were John Gonzales,
Catherine Neuhaus, Manuel
Sandoval, Evans Garcia, Mall Pi no,
Reynaldo Ruiz, and Cipriano
Griego, chairman.
Griego estimated that the
committee, which is not formally
affiliated with any groups, has
a p p l"OXimately two dozen
members.

Nelson, in handing down his
decision concerning court's
invalidation of the section, noted
the law was "originally included
to ameliorate future problems
arising from ignorance of the
regulations of posting and running
a political campaign."
Court held Thursday it is the
responsibility of each candidate to
secure the election regulations,
and that striking· a candidate's
name from the ballot for failure
to attend a meeting "is
unnecessarily harsh and is not
warranted."
The April 28 election will now
be run by Commission members
John Boudreaux and Ann
Paterson, acting as co-chairmen,
and Don Burge.
Boudreaux said yesterday he is
not sure the names of the
contested candidates could be
added to the alreadyprogrammed voting machines "at
this late date." He added he
would check on the matter today.

Only 2500 Return
Registration Cards
As Deadline Nears
Have you returned your
pre·registration packet?
If you have, you are one of
only 2500 that have. The deadline
for returning the packets is noon,
May 1.
Assistant Registrar Robert
Weaver, in a memo to UNM
administrators, stated: "Students
supposedly wanted a new
registration system, yet they have
not responded! No objectives of
the new system can be realized if
only a meager percentage of
currently enrolled students reply.
A frustrating mass registration at
Johnson Gym will again be the
result."
All early registration materials
were mailed by April 15. Weaver
urges any student who has not
received them to come by Scholes
Hall, room 108, to pick up
duplicate forms.
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